CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

Harriet is a girl who is not rather beautiful, but she is a clever and brave girl. This novel is a novel that tells about mystery adventure. In the story, Harriet is a girl who lives in Mississippi in 1970s. She lives with her two brothers and her mother Carlotte. Although she is a clever girl, she is also a naughty girl and she likes to command her family and her friends. When she is hungry, she never wants to take her food by herself, she just commands her aunt. Besides, when she is at school, she also like to command her friends. Thus, she is a girl who likes to command whom ever.

When he is at the school, and when she plays, she always underhand. She will do whatever as she wins as though she should underhand. Finally, her teacher calls for her family due to her uncontrolled delinquency. In the call, her teacher asks for a help to control Harriet in order to hand her delinquency. In her school, she prefers to play with the boys, because for her, the boys are nice and comfortable to be invited to play.

On a day, when she has a lunch with her family, her brother is suddenly dead. He hangs himself in a tree nearby her home, and no one knows how the event happens. Twelve years later, Robin's murder, no one cares of his family over the death of Robin. Harriet feels curious on the
death of her brother. Htries to figure out the actual incident about Robin’s death.

At that time, Harriet asks for her friend’s help to investigate his brother’s death. He asks for help to his little friend Helly, because she feels that Helly can help her to find the killer of Robin. Helly is younger than Harriet. At that time, she begins an investigation along with Helly. Helly hears from someone that the murderer of Robin is Danny Ratliff. Danny Ratliff is a small friend of Robin. Danny is a naughty boy and he likes to disturb Robin. He also ever kicks Robin’s foot. Besides, Danny also ever shoots someone until he should stay in the jail. Danny Ratliff has many criminal records. He also often drunk and drink an alcoholic. After hearing the incident, Helly immediately comes to Harriet and tell her if Danny is the killer of her older brother.

After the incident, she immediately investigates whether Danny kills her brother or not. They directly follow Danny and find lots of proof that Danny really kills Robin. On a day, when Harriet and Helly meet Danny, Helly much debates with Danny and accuse if he is the killer. Suddenly, Danny pushes Helly down and she fells.

Aunt tells Harriet if Danny is the man who kills Robin and told her to bring Danny to the police station. Harriet is just silent and still want to look for more proof about it.
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SYNOPSIS

This novel tells about a mystery adventure, centered on a young girl, Harret Cleve Dufresness. She was living in Mississippi in the early 1970s. She lives with her sister, Allison and her mother Carlotte. She lives with two brothers and her mother Carlotte. Although she was a clever girl, but she also a naughty girl and she likes to command her family and her friends. When she is hungry, she never wants to take her food by herself, she just commands her aunt. Besides, when she is at school, she also like to command her friends. Thus, she was a girl who likes to command whom ever.

When she was at the school, and when she plays, she always underhand. She will do whatever ass he wins as though she should underhand. Finally, her teacher calls for her family due to her uncontrolled delinquency. In the call, her teachers asks for a help to control Harriet in order to hand her delinquency. In her school, she prefers to play with the boys, because for her, the boys are nice and comfortable to be invited to play.

On a day, when she has a lunch with her family, her brother is suddenly dead. She hangs himself in a tree nearby her home, and no one knows how the event happened. Twelve years later, Robin's murder, no one cares of his family over the death of Robin. Harriet feels curious on the death of her brother. Shetries to figure out the actual incident about Robin’s death.
Every day Harriet is always looking for clues about the death of Robin. She is trying to find data about the death of Robin, one day she asked her sister, Allison, because she knows about the death of Robin. When Allison asked him do not want to answer, she just left and sometimes she also cried. Either what caused Allison like that, no one knows, because ever since the death of Robin Allison properties so changed. Not only Allison has changed, since the death of her mother, Robin was also changed. There she became depressed and would not eat. She was only drinking wine and sucking cigarettes. While her father now rarely returned home. Since the death of Robin, Harriet and Allison treated by her aunt Libby And Edie. Those who had been paying attention to them.

One day, she felt worried about unexplained death of her brother, Robin, who was found hanging from a tree in her parents’ yard in 1964 at the age of nine. Twelve years later Robin’s murder was still unsolved and her family remains devastated. So, it that Robin’s sister, Harriet tries to set out to unmask her killer. Harriet decides to take on her friend, Helly, to help her found who killed her brother, Robin. Harriet decides one day that she must found out what really happened to Robin and who responsible of it. She got a clue when the housekeeper, Ida Rhew, she tells her that a boy named Danny Ratliff has fought with Robin shortly before his death.

At the time of the death of Robin investigate Helly, suddenly she heard there are people who spoke with Danny that Danny is the man who
killed Robin. When Robin was a child he often played with Danny, Danny also frequently beat up Robin, even he was also ever kicking foot Robin until he could not road. Danny Retliff are a notorious family in the area who are known for stealing and dealing drugs. Danny has also been in prison because he never shoot a person's feet. After hearing the news of Helly directly went to saw Harriet to says you know about the news that he heard just now. When Danny tells about the incident he immediately startled and rushed over to find the person with the Helly.

Harriet began travel to found out about Robin's death until now has not been proven true. Before the death of Robin, there was a strange thing happened. Before Robin hanging in a tree near his home page there was a person who run and put a cap in his room. The lapse of several minutes when Edie turns out the person's pursuit of Robin's been found dead hanging in a tree near his yard.

When Harriet seeking killer of Robin, she ran out into the brightly lit streets, but when she got to the median in the bushes where they would leave the bike, her heart tripped and slipped and she stopped in mid-stride, unable to believe what she saw. She was looking for Helly, but not finding her. She just saw his bike alone. Harriet was trying not to be panic when seeing all these events and thought positively if nothing bad happened to Helly.

A few minutes, when Helly was trying to figure out Robin's murderer, Helly turned out stuck alone. She was frightened by all this. She
was confused as to whether she could get out of there and could meet again with Harriet. Helly was confused and just sat glued to just reflect on her fate. She was trying to found ideas to get out of there. A few moments later, she turned out that she noticed there was a bathroom window slightly opened and thought if she could get out passed the window.

Harriet ran back into the driveway of the House frame. There were two trucks. She noticed at the end of the driveway. One of them from Mississippi-Alexandria County Only, but others have Kentucky plates, and weighing the stone. Harriet stopped where she was and took the time to fix the numbers in her mind. No one thought to remember any number of license-of plate when Robin was killed. With as strong mild, Harriet tried to find the killer of Robin and she broke the car headlights belonged to Ratliff.

When Helly sought the killer of Robin, Helly met with Farish. Farish encouraged her and tried to get through the ladder and taught roughly. At that time, they were both fighting and indirectly Farish had encouraged Helly out and fall to the bottom.

Harriet sat upright on bed, and was tilting her head to the side while she was trying to read the article from her place. She sat down and tried to figure out the killer of Robin. Harriet constantly continued reading seriously. When she read the story, she found the words that the murder had been found in a bit of time and in immediate condition. In a simple time, she thought that if Robin was murdered, she could find the killer.
When Edie turned out somebody dreamy named Ratliff, a man who ever worked at Tribulaton. She said to Harriet if she was the one who killed Robin, because he ever said that he was the killer and he wanted to take him to the jail for being interrogated.

Danny was still denying that if he did not kill him cruelty, but Helly was still with a tone of rough that Harriet had an evidence that Danny was a killer of Robin. Even though they still just debated, then Danny jumped out and left. She tried to found out evidence the death of her brother. Strong-willed and smart, she also decides she want to brought Danny to identified, but the murderer was never identified.